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Gloria Fontenot combines the sexy, sultry appeal of a rich R&B/Gospel/Pop singer with the fun and

raucus romps of some great uptempo Dance tunes. Featured also on this CD is the hot sizzling Slow rap,

"Mena'&am 7 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, POP: Today's Top 40 Details: Gloria

Fontenot combines a multitude of talents and moods in this extremely sexy, versatile combination of

songs that show her range, her ability to sing the best of ballads and the funnest of pop/R&B and Rap

crossover songs. Gloria's performances of her versatile moods and creations are creative and alluring.

Combining her talents with Xavier Marshall, Brad Timmer, Rapper "Blue" and Shane Rogers, she

explores more dimensions and breaks out from her previously more Pop/R&B adventures. Mena' takes

her into the world of the slow sexy raps of the Ashanti/Ja Rule feel, but with a live track, and controversial

subject matter. The deep vibe nand musical mood painting created on Goodbye Black Cloud by her and

Brad Timmer, is eerie, beautiful, heartfelt and sobering, and will keep you listening over and over. If you

like to just have a good time and dance to some great beats, there is certainly some fun to be had on

Fantasy, Juz Gettin' My Groove On and Bloodhunt. Still holding strong is the very popular ballad Say A

Prayer, which continues to chart over and over again on independent artist web sites around the world.

This song is dedicated to those around the world who are oppressed, and Gloria is donating 10 of all

proceeds from this song to various charities to help the status of women, children and those injured by

oppression and war. This album pushes the envelope of sexy and controversial but also delivers some

very strong messages.
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